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Simple STEPPS for Engaging Physicians 
Partners to Sustain Your Safety Culture

March 10, 2021 Sponsored by:



Upcoming Team Training Events

Webinars

April 14th, 12pm CT/1pm ET – Design Thinking for Human Centered Health Care, Register 

here!

Virtual Courses and Workshops

Workshop Series: Improving Team Structure: Engaging Patients and Families as Team 

Members, April 20th – May 11th Register here!

Online Community Platform

Join Mighty Network to access exclusive content and connect with your peers to share 

stories, tools, and content.

https://www.onlineregistrationcenter.com/register/222/page1.asp?m=347&c=549&usc=Apr21
https://www.onlineregistrationcenter.com/register/222/page1.asp?m=347&c=546&usc=PFE
https://aha-team-training.mn.co/landing?space_id=1995800


Introducing: Advancing Care Conference 2021

For more information, visit us at: https://advancingcare.aha.org/

https://advancingcare.aha.org/
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Relias helps hospitals and 
health systems improve 
outcomes and reduce risk

Help organizations reduce variation 
in knowledge, judgement, clinical 
practice and outcomes

Personalize learning to address an 
individual’s gap in practice or 
knowledge, while respecting 
established proficiency

Empower organizations on their 
journey to high reliability to improve 
the healthcare experience for all

Our Core Philosophy:

Learn more at Relias.com 
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The Personalized Learning Process
Relias courses are designed to help nurses and physicians avoid 
adverse events, including maternal mortality and litigation risk

Identify 
Risk

Measure 
Learning

Assess 
Proficiency

“Relias’ performance management platform has played a 
crucial role in our progress and pursuit of better health, 
better care and lower cost. Our success is almost single-

handedly the result of our wide-scale focus on the 
elimination of irrational variation, and the Relias technology 

is our empirical platform and partner in that pursuit.”

-St. Luke’s Health System



Jason Cheng D. O.

Safety and Human Factors 

Education Co-Chair

Kaiser Permanente Southern 

California Region, Department of 

Anesthesiology 

Today’s Presenter



• Apply change management approaches to building a team of physician safety 
champions 

• Reframe discussions around errors to create resilience and a culture of learning 

• Understand the significance of cognitive bias, and how to harness an improved 
understanding of cognitive bias to improve both safety and quality 

• Empower physicians to embrace the benefits of shifting from clinical leader to 
being a team leader

Today’s Objectives

Participants will..



23,500 Physicians

64,000 Nurses

12 Million 
Members



Focus on the few…maybe even “the one” 



Not these few…









Share the story





Safety Huddle 

• Enterprise-wide biweekly broadcast 
focused on sharing incident and 
learnings 

• Comprehensive RCA2 (CSA—
comprehensive systems analysis) 
presentation with Cause maps 
stemming from “5 whys” 

• Focus of presentation with discussion 
of Just Culture Algorithm to provide a 
balanced accountability between 
individual and systems

• Second Victim 



Story

SBAR

Dept 
teams+Online
safety module 

“boosters”





Build a system of feedback from your audience 



Data helps support your story 



Reason with Swiss Cheese…



Safety Rounds w/ Dr. Reason

“Health care training, particularly that 
of doctors, is predicated on a belief in 
trained perfectability” 

“Medical errors are marginalized and 
stigmatized” 

“They are, by and large (in stark 
contrast to those in aviation and 
many other domains) equated to 
incompetence.” 



Be aware of 
what our 

instinctive 
behaviors! 





LATENT SAFETY FACTORS

Culture 

Policies
Processes

Practice

Checklists, Training, 
Onboarding, 
Competencies

Psychological Safety, 
Accountability 



Active Failures--Practice Slice 

Inconsistent training
Workflow 
Variations

Communication

Action

Cross-monitoring, HardStops

Situational 
“Awareness”Closed
Loop Communication

Standardization, 
Briefings/Huddles/
Debriefings

Interval 
Training, 
simulation-
video based, 
in-person, 
hybrid😇



Anatomy and Physiology of Error
Opportunities—Root cause analysis, Case reports, Quality improvement, journal club, etc. 



Identify near misses and promote good 
catches 



FROM ERROR TO RESILIENCE 

LEARNING CULTURE  

Enhance 
WORKFLOWS/PolicesCultivates 

COMMUNICATIONModel 
LEADERSHIP

GOOD 
CATCHES



Taking a deeper dive…



Situational Awareness starts with our 
OWN awareness







COGNITIVE BIASES

Anchor (narrowing in on what I think the problem 
is—not hearing from others) 

Confirmation (only hearing what confirms what I 
think, not being open to considering that I’m wrong 
and being open to other possibilities) 

Availability (what I see right now is what I know) 

Ascertainment (prejudices, “that person”, “that 
nurse”, omg “here she goes again…”)

Hierarchical Biases 
• Halo effect 
• Passenger Effect (someone else is in 

charge—failure to question or ask who’s in 
charge) “It’s not my place” (even though I 
have valuable information or “know the 
answer”) 



https://kpactionplans.org/dex/

https://kpactionplans.org/dex/


From individual awareness to 
Team awareness 



“Teamwork isn’t a issue…I 
have a GREAT team!” 



https://youtu.be/2mnuQkmywrc

https://youtu.be/2mnuQkmywrc


“Aviation safety was dependent on 
the recognition that pilots needed 
to embrace their role not just 
technical leaders, but team 
leaders”



Creating a safety culture doesn’t happen 
overnight…



“As the captain, I need you to cross-
monitor me and speak up if anything is 
of concern.” 

“I am the captain, I need you to listen 
to what I tell you and do your job” 



“Flying a plane makes you a pilot…



“…Leading a team is what makes you 
the captain” 



What does a Dr. Sully look and sound like? 

Video of Physician leading Grand rounds 



Summary 

• Focus on the few…even “the one”

• Share stories (and data) 

• Reason with Swiss Cheese 

• Good catches to create resilience 

• Think about how you think…and how it 
affects your own situational awareness 

• Leaders are aware of their limitations and 
empower the entire team to speak up 



Celebrate the 
small wins and 
focus on one 
STEPP at a time



jason.y.cheng@kp.org



www.aha.org/teamtraining

Email: teamtraining@aha.org •   Phone: (312) 422-2609

Questions? Stay in Touch!

https://www.aha.org/center/performance-improvement/team-training/courses/master-training-course
mailto:teamtraining@aha.org

